The **POWER YOU NEED** for effective flood extraction.

The **Big Gulp series** truckmount extractors are purpose-built for fast extraction, simplified operation and uncompromised performance.

**BIG GULP 3500**

Maximum power in a compact size.
- Industrial-grade components with proven reliability
- Fewer maintenance requirements than typical truckmounts
- Dual vacuum ports, one 2” and one 2½”, allow two techs to extract with one machine.
- A 4-inch exhaust port virtually eliminates back pressure on vacuum system to maximize performance
- Vacuum gauge and hour meter for monitoring job progress and tracking maintenance.
- Optional auto pump-out waste disposal system – delivers up to 37 gpm for high-speed pumpout
- Covered under Sapphire’s exclusive two year parts and labor warranty.

**BIG GULP 4500**

The Ultimate Truckmount extractor
- Three vac ports. Two 2” and one 2 1/2” for multiple tool operation.
- Simple, pushbutton operation
- More vacuum power with up to 700 CFM and 13” Hg
- Lower maintenance than typical truckmounts
- Includes auto pump-out system, capable of 37 GPM.

**THE BIG GULP.**

**ALL THE POWER YOU NEED.**

**AND MORE.**

Visit us online to find out more.